
 
In everyday life, individuals will in general make a blend of narrow minded and benevolent 
choices. In the midst of contention, choices are more significant and can be the distinction 
among life and passing. Anthony Doerr reveals to us that during seasons of contention, it is 
human instinct to pick a side of either selfish or caring choices.  
 
Doerr shows us that individuals will in general pick a side dependent on adoration or dread. 
Love, for this situation, is appeared in commitment to an individual or an association. Dread 
is the dread of the outcomes of war or strife, similar to detainment, torment, and passing. Not 
exclusively does dread or love inspire somebody to pick a side, it likewise makes individuals 
change sides. In All the Light We Cannot See, Doerr shows that in the midst of contention, it 
is human instinct for individuals to float towards self-centeredness or benevolence. Doerr 
utilizes his characters to show that adoration and dread decide individuals' tendency to self-
centeredness or magnanimity, and their capacity to change between the two. All the Light 
We Cannot See follows the narrative of two unique characters, Werner Pfennig and Marie-
Laure LeBlanc. Werner's story happens in Germany, and Marie-Laure's story happens in 
France, yet the narratives occur simultaneously. Marie-Laure lives with her dad Daniel 
LeBlanc, who works at the Museum of Natural History. Marie-Laure catches wind of the 
legend of the Sea of Flames, a jewel that is said to make the holder everlasting however 
execute the holder's family. Von Rumpel, a Geman official, is looking for the precious stone, 
and Marie-Laure and her dad escape with the jewel to live with her extraordinary uncle 
Etienne. Marie-Laure and Etienne later in the story help the opposition by communicating 
codes they get in portions of bread. As this occurs, Werner is sent to the National Institute, 
an all inclusive school for raising little fellows to become German warriors.  
 
His aptitudes at building radios acquire his spot there, and after he graduates, he works with 
partners Volkheimer and Neumann One and Two, known as the Neumanns, to chase 
unfamiliar radios. Werner hears Marie-Laure's communicates that she does with her 
incredible uncle Etienne and is propelled to spare her from von Rumpel, who is in her home 
attempting to discover the precious stone. Werner executes von Rumpel and spares Marie-
Laure. In the wake of being spared, she conceals the precious stone in a shrouded cavern 
she utilizes, where she was recently held up by von Rumpel, and gives the way in to the 
cave to Werner. The characters isolated and never observe each other again. Doerr utilizes 
his character, Werner, to show how dread can make somebody settle on egotistical choices. 
Werner is additionally utilized for instance of somebody who changes and starts to act 
magnanimously on account of adoration. Werner's egotistical choices in the novel are 
propelled by dread. Werner shows his narrow-mindedness by paying special mind to 
himself. He doesn't oppose things he feels aren't right. When Werner was a youngster at the 
National Institute, he watched his companions be abused by power figures. He at that point 
continued to comply with those power figures he couldn't help contradicting and followed 
orders he knew weren't right. Later in the book, when Werner is working with Volkheimer 
and the Neumanns, he acts a similar way. Werner conforms to his obligations, reports the 
areas of unfamiliar radios, and empowers the killings of the individuals utilizing those radios.  
 
In spite of contradicting this and having the ability to forestall it, Werner basically watches it 
occur. In both these situations, Werner stays quiet since he accepts he must choose the 
option to follow orders. At the point when Frederick is whipped by Bastian, a teacher at the 
National Institute, Werner is uncertain whether he ought to support his companion. … all 
aspects of him needs to shout: is this not off-base? In any case, here it is correct… Werner 
opens his mouth however closes it once more. (Anthony Doerr, All the Light We Cannot 
See) This statement on page 194 shows that Werner sees no other decision yet to stay 



quiet. Werner's dread makes him act egotistically by not going to bat for Frederick. The other 
decision he will not recognize is the acknowledgment of the outcomes of making some 
noise. He likewise stays quiet due to his dread of the outcomes of making some noise. His 
dread of these results is sane. The pitiless and bizarre beating of Frederick that brought 
about Frederick being sent home is unnerving to Werner and discourages him from making 
some noise as Frederick did. Frederick making some noise brought about his beating, and 
the dread of this and different outcomes spurs Werner to agree to orders he can't help 
contradicting. Notwithstanding dread impacting Werner's choices, he can make a significant, 
magnanimous choice that transforms him.  
 
When Werner hears Marie-Laure's communicated, he settles on the choice to not educate 
his group concerning its reality. The communicate brings back recollections of him and his 
sister Jutta tuning in to that equivalent communicate and music, and Werner is profoundly 
moved by this. He faces his long stretches of good weakness and sees that he has another 
decision; the decision he has wouldn't recognize as of not long ago. He sees that he can 
hazard and acknowledge the outcomes to settle on a choice he knows is correct. Werner's 
choice is influenced by his memory of Frederick's refusal. This memory is appeared on page 
407, ..it was Werner who imagined there were no decisions, Werner who watched Frederick 
dump the bucket of water at his feet-I won't Werner who held on as the outcomes came 
pouring down. (Anthony Doerr, All the Light We Cannot See) This memory helps Werner 
acknowledge he has various choices, and that tolerating the results is a piece of doing what 
he knows is correct. This memory helps Werner change and settle on a benevolent choice. 
Werner, roused by Frederick's disobedience, acknowledges the perils of his choice and 
dangers himself for Marie-Laure. This choice to represent others rather than himself is a 
demonstration of benevolence that transforms him. Werner's affection for Jutta, the 
communicates, and the supporter he doesn't know cause him to act benevolently. Etienne is 
utilized to show how dread can keep somebody from acting sacrificially, regardless of 
whether they need to act magnanimously. He is likewise used to show that affection can be 
more grounded than dread, and can empower individuals to act magnanimously.  
 
His dread of death rouses him to act egotistically. He is additionally frightful of absence of 
control. Von Rumpel has consistently had control, and when he is defied by the things he 
can't control, he gets frightful. These things he is faced by are the tumor and his demise. 
Von Rumpel doesn't understand his inquiry has gotten narrow minded until his last days in 
Marie-Laure's home when he worries over the area of the jewel. Von Rumpel's last days are 
obfuscated and influenced by his disease and meds, and in his insanity, he recognizes that 
he is going to utilize the stone for himself and for childish purposes. Von Rumpel is so edgy 
he endeavors to kill Werner, an individual from the Reich, the association von Rumpel used 
to serve so sacrificially. Von Rumpel's dread of absence of control and passing changes his 
inspirations and choices to a narrow minded nature. The character of Claude Levitte shows 
that individuals incline toward narrow-mindedness or benevolence and frequently don't 
change. Claude's dread decides his narrow-mindedness and his choices to stay childish. 
Claude, in the midst of contention, acts childishly. He harms others for his own benefit. 
Claude is seen with more material merchandise than the others around. Claude works with 
the Nazis by giving them data and selling out his neighbors.  
 
Claude is inspired by avarice, for his data brings about more material merchandise, yet he is 
additionally propelled by dread. Claude fears the Nazis, and he gives them data to make 
sure about his position and their trust. Self-conservation, distrustfulness, insatiability, and at 
last dread inspires Claude to support the Nazis. His activities influence different characters. 
Claude is liable for Daniel LeBlanc's capture and aides von Rumpel find Etienne's home. 
Insatiability spurring his narrow minded choices is appeared on page 410, The perfumer 
squints.his… eyes trumpet one message: I need. Give me. (Anthony Doerr, All the Light We 
Cannot See) Von Rumpel, in his cross examination of Claude, sees Claude's thought 
processes in helping the Nazis. He perceives how voracity was a deciding variable in Claude 



settling on narrow minded choices. Claude is not the same as Werner, Etienne, and von 
Rumpel in light of the fact that contention doesn't transform him. Rather, it elevates his 
narrow-mindedness, which was known, yet less evident before the contention or war. 
Indeed, even I can see his family gets… more meat, greater power, more spread. I realize 
how such prizes are won. (Anthony Doerr, All the Light We Cannot See) This statement on 
page 269 shows that Claude's self-centeredness was known by his neighbors. It shows that 
the residents realize that contention hasn't changed Claude, it's basically declined his 
narrow-mindedness.  
 
Strife made Claude's dread and covetousness influence his choices, and his self-
centeredness and ability to misuse individuals for his own benefit are uncovered. Werner 
and Etienne defeat their dread, change, and begin to act sacrificially as a result of affection. 
Von Rumpel's steadfastness, quality, and magnanimity are separated by his dread, which 
makes him act egotistically. Every one of the three characters are utilized by Doerr to show 
how love and dread change somebody's self-centeredness or magnanimity. Claude is 
utilized by Doerr to show individuals' inclinations to float towards self-centeredness or 
benevolence. Doerr utilizes Claude to show that an absence of progress corresponding to 
dread or love will bring about an absence of progress between narrow-mindedness or 
magnanimity. Struggle impacts individuals' choices and why they make them. During 
seasons of contention, it is human instinct to lean towards narrow-mindedness or 
benevolence. Individuals' dread or love decides if they will act childishly or benevolently. In 
All the Light We Cannot See, Anthony Doerr shows that 


